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kilometers; hence so also is the product Phv, or mass flow per second, t per unit area cross-section between these levels, at any given latitt That is, above any fixed place the velocity of straight or nearly strai winds in the upper half of the troposphere increases with height roughly the same rate that the density of the air decreases. 1 relation between the density and velocity of the atmosphere at diffei levels is known as Egnell's law,1 determined empirically by himself previously by H. H. Clayton,2 from cloud observations.
Relation of Wind Velocity to Altitude above 5 Kilometers. — As ; explained, hph is roughly constant between the levels of 5 and 12 k meters, and, in the case of straight winds, so also is PHV above any gi place. Hence, between these levels and over a fixed locality, the velo< at any point in a planetary wind is roughly proportional to the heigh that point above the surface. In nearly all cases, except in regions great altitude, it will be sufficient here to use heights as measured fi sea level, and not from the actual surface.
Above the troposphere over the regions between the thermal equ£ and latitude 50° to 60° the horizontal temperature gradient decrea, and presently even reverses with increase of height, as shown by 3 47, and therefore the corresponding pressure gradient also decreases shown by Fig. 48. Hence, the mass flow, pv, likewise decreases \i elevation above this critical level. Further, the decrease of the h zontal pressure gradient, and consequently of pv, with altitude in stratosphere appears usually to be more rapid than that of the dens alone, from which it follows that the wind velocity generally must h its maximum value at or below the base of the stratosphere.
Level of Maximum Horizontal Pressure Gradient. — The level maximum horizontal pressure gradient (level of maximum value of not of v) obviously may be found by equating to zero the derivative v\ respect to h of the right-hand portion of (3), and solving for h. To s plify the equations, let the lapse rate I be uniform, let zero subscripts if cate surface conditions, and substitute for ph its value in terms of hei and surface temperature and density. The expression thus obtained, be differentiated with respect to h, equated to zero, and solved for h
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